This paper is concerned with solving systems of partial difference equations which arise when studying linear dependence of translates of box splines.
1. Introduction. Let X = {jc1,. .. ,jc"} be a set of (not necessarily distinct) vectors in W, i.e. x' = (x'x,... ,x's). The box spline B(-\X) is defined by requiring that (1.1) f f(x)B( x\X) dx= f f(t,xl + • • • + tnx") dtx ■■■ dt"
holds for any continuous function / on W [1] . Many of its basic properties were established in [1] . It is a special instance of the wider class of polyhedral splines discussed in [4] . For a detailed account of the properties of B(-\X) the reader is referred to [1, 3, 4] . Here it is sufficient for the moment to remark that B(-\X) is in general a distribution in Si'(W). If (A) = span A = R\ however, B(-\X) is a piecewise polynomial of (total) degree < n -s with support (1.2) B(X) = |jc= £i,jc':0<?,<l,i = l,...,n\.
More precisely, it is a polynomial in any region which is not intersected by any of the (s -l)-dimensional hyperplanes of the form fs-l n-s+l \ Ztjxl>+ I ^:^{0,1},^R l./=i 7=1 I where {/'{,... ,i'n_s + x} axe the complementary integers for {i"...,is} in the set {1,...,«}. We will briefly refer to these hyperplanes as the cut regions of B(-\X). The union of all cut regions of all translates B(--a\X), a g Zs, will be denoted by c(X).
The notion of box spline has proven to be very useful by providing a better understanding of many finite element spaces on regular grids. Moreover, the surprisingly rich structure associated with the simple notion (1.1) has lead to various problems which we believe are interesting in their own right. Here we concentrate on two spaces, one of functions and the other of sequences which play a central role for the understanding of the structure of splines generated by translates of box-splines.
To this end, we have to introduce the following notation.
For y g W, Dvf = LSj=,yjdf/dXj denotes the usual directional derivative of / in the direction y = (y,,...,ys).
Its discrete analogs are the forward and backward difference operator In the following, we will use the same notation for sequences on Zs as for functions on W. Specifically, the restriction of some function / defined on W to Zs is also denoted by /. The objective of this paper is to clarify the relation between D(X), A(A) and B(-\X). We will briefly summarize in §2 a few known facts about D(X) which will be needed in subsequent discussions. In §3 we will give a complete characterization of the elements of A(A). We show that A(A) = E(X) © D(X) where E(X) is spanned by certain sequences of the form z"p(a), z g Cs, a g Zf where p is a polynomial and z # e = (1,...,1). Moreover, defining for A c Zs and any x G c(A) the set b(x\X) = {ad Zs:x G suppfl (-|A) + a), we show that each finite sequence {da: a G b(x\X)} possesses a unique extension in A(A).
These results allow us to find linear relations among translates of box splines. Specifically, we show that any/ g E( X) gives (For notational convenience we sometimes use Y also to denote the matrix whose column vectors are the elements of the indexed set Y.)
In [1] it was proved when A c Zs that, for any polynomialp in D(X), Tp = p + q where the degree of q is less than the degree of p. This fact was proved in [3] with the aid of the Poisson summation formula. Moreover, D(X) is a finite-dimensional space of polynomials for any set X c W such that (A) = R1 [3] . Combining these facts gives The converse of Theorem 3.1 is proved through a series of ancillary results. First we determine the number of linearly independent sequences of the form (3.1). To this end, we observe that for any distinct z' g Cf i = 1,...,/, and any choice of nontrivial polynomials p,, i = l,...,l, the sequences {(z')ap,(a): a g Zs) axe certainly linearly independent. Also, we require Lemma 3.1. Let \X\ -s. Then there exist exactly |det A| different solutions z of the system (3.2) z>'=l, yGA.
Proof. As above let us denote the s X s matrix whose columns are the elements of A also by A. Then (3.2) implies z Xa = 1, a G Z". Hence by Cramer's rule, zldetA> = 1) aeZs, which in particular implies zj*'*l = l, l=l,...,S;z = (zx,...,zs).
Thus each z, must have the form z, = exp{27n'/c/|det A|} for some k, 0 < k < |det X\. Since for A = {jc1,. . .,xs} we must also have zx' = 1, i = 1,... ,s, any solution 
Y^SS(X)
We will use induction on | A| to prove this inequality. We begin by studying the case |A| = s for later use. For this purpose we define P(X) = { Xt: t g [0, l)s). We appeal now to Proposition 2.1 in [5] which states that any V g ^({y} U A) either has the form V = {y} u (A\ <[/)) for some U e s/(X\y), or, if y £ V, V contains an element of %_X(X C\ (U)) for all U G s/(X\y). Thus combining (3.8) and ( 
comfirming (3.7). This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.2 and 3.1.
Noting that, for e = (1,... ,1), e G A( X) and Xe = X, we immediately infer from Theorem 3.1. Note that Proposition 2.1 is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.1, since (2.5) implies, in view of Lemma 3.1, thaM(A) = {e).
For our convenience later, let us introduce the set E( X) = {/2: / g A( A)}. Thus
Corollary 3.1 says that A( A) = D(X) © E(X).
We are now in a position to solve the initial value problem:
A|//=0, for all Kg <&( A), (3 11)
where jc is any point in W \ c( A). Proof. From Theorem 2.1(iii) and Theorem 3.2 we know already that |zb(jc| A)| = LYeS,X)\det Y\ = dim A( A). Therefore, it suffices to show that whenever/ g A( A) satisfies/(a) = 0, a g b(x\X), fox some x g R*\c(A), then/= 0. We proceed to prove this fact by induction on |A|. When |A| = s, we know by Lemma 3.3 that any/G A(A) must be constant on each of the |Z>(jc|A)| sublattices Z^, p g P(A) n Zs. Since ,b(jc|A) n ZM * 0, for p g P(A) Pi Zs we conclude /= 0if/(a) = 0, a G b(x\X). In the case that D(X) = A(X), which is, according to Proposition 2.1, equivalent to the requirement that |det Y\ = 1, for all Y G 36(X), this result was obtained in [5] by different means.
In the general case, where (2.5) does not necessarily hold, we have We could also achieve this conclusion by noting that, for any neighborhood fi of x such that fi n c(X) = 0 andy g fi, Therefore, for any sequence h(j) on Z we observe that E h(k)(-l)JB(x-k,y-j\X) = 0, (jc,y)GR2.
(/c.yleZ2
But the space of sequences h(k)(-1)J is clearly infinite dimensional. This example indicates that, in order to obtain a converse of Theorem 4.1, one should require that the translates of all the box splines 5(-|A\ V), V g <^( A), are linearly independent on ( A\ K).
In fact, let us point out that when this condition fails for some K g ®/s( X) then there are infinitely many independent linear relations among the translates of B(-\X). To see this, we suppose that for some V g <3fs(X) E aaB(x-a\X\V) = 0.
a<=Zs Since the supports of the distributions B(--a\X\V) axe contained in the (s -1)-dimensional hyperplanes a + ( A\ K), a g Zs, we conclude that E a^B(x -a -p\X\V) = 0 for all a g Z1. if and only if f g E(X).
Proof. In view of Theorem 4.1 it suffices to show that (4.5), (4.6) imply / G E(X). Differentiating T/and summing by parts yields, for V g 9s(X) and any test function 0 g C0(Rs), E (Avf)(a)f <t>(x)B(x-a\X\V)dx = 0. Nevertheless, this sufficient condition is easily verified in the following Example 4.2. Let e1, e2 g R2 be as above and M = (mx, m2, m3, mf) e Z\. Suppose XM is comprised of the vectors el, e2, e1 + e2, e2 -e1 repeated m, times, i = 1,...,4, respectively. Thus c(AM) consists of all multi-integer translates of the four lines x = 0, y = 0, x = y, x = -y which induce a regular triangulation of the plane. The box spline B(x\XM) for the special case M = (1,1,1,1 ) has been studied before by several authors interested in constructing finite element spaces (see [2, 4] ). holds iff/has the form rw3 -1 m4-1
for arbitrary real coefficients arl, 0 < r < m3, 0 < / < m4. Our motivation to characterize all linear dependence relations among translates of box splines may be also explained in terms of the above example: Given any domain fi c R2, the results in [5] imply that
is linearly dependent over fi if and only if m3m4 # 0. Thus we wish to discard a suitable subset from $a so that the remaining translates form a basis for span{$n} over fi. In order to accomplish this we have to characterize all sequence/(/, j) for which (4.8) holds on some domain fi. A consequence of the general result below is that the linear relations (4.8) are also the only ones which hold on fi.
We will now address this question in generality. When (4.7) holds we shall prove that all possible local linear dependence relations for the translates B(--a\X), a g Zs, with respect to any domain fi c W axe obtained just as in Theorem 4. Since fi is connected, we may find now for any fundamental region fim in the above collection a subsequence {fi, }JLi such that i, = 1, iN = m and any two fi,, fi, are adjacent. Hence (4.24) readily provides that f, = f},j = 2,3,... and in view of (4.23) that/j(a) = da, a g ba, which establishes the theorem. Note that Lemma 4.3 tells us where to look for a subset U c b(y\X) with the property that (4.25)
\UV\= dim E(X) and for any basis {ffj= 1,... ,dim E(X)) of E(X) 1,1,1 ) and fi a rectangle this was shown by completely different means in [2] . In this case (4.9) readily says that a basis for/y(Aw|fi) is obtained by discarding anyone of the translates B(--i, ■ -j\XM), (i, j) g ba. As for general M g Z\, we note that any subset of ba of the form L = {(i, j): k ^ i + j < k + m3, m ^ j -i < m + m4)
is unisolvent for interpolation from D((XM)(_X_X)) = span{(jc + y)r(y -jc)': 0 < r < m3, 0 < / < m4). Hence for any such L in bQ, in view of (4.9) one can solve for the translates B(--i, ■ -j\XM), (i, j) g L, in terms of the remaining translates B(--i, --j\XM), (i, j) G /3p.\L, providing a basis for^(A|fi).
